Introduction
Here, we provide the complete results of applying recurrence network (RN) analysis to the COPRA ensembles corresponding to all records that are considered in our study. This ensemble analysis allows insights into the effects of dating un-5 certainties on the proxy records (Fig. S1 ) as well as the inferred time evolution of indicators of rapid dynamical change (RN average path length L, Fig. S2 ) and regularity (RN transitivity T , Fig. S3 ) of monsoonal strength variations. These results are derived applying the methodology described in 10 Section 2 (main text) and can be interpreted along the lines of the discussion in Section 4.1 (main text). Note, that the summary statistics displayed in Fig. 10 (main text) is derived from the results presented in Figs. S2, S3 using the procedure introduced in Section 4.2 (main text).
Fig. S1. Residual oxygen isotope records ∆δ
18 O analysed in this study (all measured in units of [‰VPDB] ). Median (thick red lines) and 90% confidence intervals (orange shading) from an ensemble of 100 time series realisations of the COPRA algorithm for transferring dating uncertainties to uncertainties in proxy values are shown (Breitenbach et al., 2012) . Bond events (violet lines) and RCC episodes (grey bars) are displayed for reference. Note that the Liang-Luar record had to be divided into three sections with a temporal resolution that is sufficiently high for applying the COPRA framework. Fig. S2 . Time-evolution of an indicator of rapid dynamical change (RN average path length L) in monsoonal strength fluctuations obtained from a sliding window analysis of the residual oxygen isotope records displayed in Fig. S1 . Median (thick dark blue lines) and 90% confidence intervals (thin dark blue lines) from an ensemble of 100 time series realisations of the COPRA algorithm for transferring dating uncertainties to uncertainties in proxy values are shown. The predominant dynamical regime is marked by 90% confidence bounds from a stationarity test (horizontal light blue bars, Donges et al. (2011a,b) ). Deviations from this regime indicate epochs of significant climatic change (dark blue fillings). Bond events (violet lines) and RCC episodes (grey bars) are displayed for reference. Fig. S3 . Time-evolution of the regularity (RN transitivity T ) of variations in monsoonal strength obtained as in Fig. S2 (colour coding is analogous to Fig. S2 after replacing blue by green shades). Here, deviations from the predominant dynamical regime indicate epochs of significantly enhanced or diminished regularity of monsoonal variability (dark green fillings).
